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Many domestic and overseas scholars bring forward diversiform reform schemes 
about international monetary system. But these schemes put in practice would fall 
across many difficulties because of lacking realism possibility or existing itself 
insurmountable restrictive. Identifying this, the paper discusses the design problem of 
the international monetary system from the brand-new analysis view contract theory, 
basing on trimming and comparing literature carefully in existence. This paper thinks 
modern credit currency is virtually contract currency. We must protect money-holder’s 
economic benefits in order to put contract currency into practice. Everyone knows 
except historical existed Gold Standard and Bretton Woods System, there are no an 
international law (international monetary contract) among all over the world in our 
actual international monetary system, to restrict money issue behavior of reserve 
countries. Actual Jamaica System is a “no order” system. One behavior of it is lack of 
effective restriction to reserve country’s money issue behavior. And making these 
countries export outside overfull liquidity through enlarging money issuance in order 
to get rid of native economic depression. This paper plan to extend Hayek’s 
Laissez-Fair Currency Issue thought to international monetary system domain. From 
theory to demonstrate multi-currency competition which could restrict money issuing 
behavior of reserve countries is better than other reform schemes. And put forward 
actual path select to how to improve Renminbi’s international competition to promote 
the reform of international monetary system. This scheme conquers the defect of 
establishing international center bank and issuing international uniform money (such as 
SDR) which proposition surpasses nowadays international politics and economic 
reality. At the same time this scheme is consistent with the essence credos of market 
economic. This make developed countries such as United State can’t find handles to 
oppose. Under the multi-currency competition, because international currency needs 
value steadiness could maintain money holder’s economic benefits, which compel state 
money issuer extends circulation region and acquires much seigniorage and other 
benefits of international currency, must try hard to keep money credit standing. This 
direction research offers a new thinking for international currency and offers theory 
basis for the selection of Renminbi international’s emphasizing. Therefore, this paper’s 
selection has very important theory significance.  














international monetary system and opposing dollar hegemony is increasingly on the 
upsurge. Because of existing international monetary system has much abuse make 
every country’s economy unbalance. When doing intercourse among all over the 
country, not only finance enterprises have moral hazard but also state exist moral 
hazard. This point, currently international monetary system has serious oversight. 
When devising new international monetary system, we must hold keeping away state’s 
moral hazard as emphases. Restrict every state’s money issuance as the core of credit 
capital of every state’s monetary policy. State’s credit capital of monetary policy must 
embody whether this currency could act as international currency. If credit capital is 
poor, this state deliberately makes inflation to acquire homeland and external 
money-holder’s benefits. This action must suffer money-holder vote with foot through 
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